TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #253

SEC. 32-5 15 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
B-178
F-141-60
OK 53. Pg 492
OK 619 Pg 22

CONDITION FAIR
FOUND: SPRUCE STAKE BOTTOM
Book '63Pg 492

SPRUCE STAKE HAD SHARPENED POINT AND POSITION WAS GOOD - REFER

COMMENTS: TO CALCS IN ROAD BIN #920 MCCORMICK LOOP ROAD

REWITNESS

I SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN CONCRETE AT POSITION
OF FOUND SPRUCE STAKE
84" Hat Section NORTH '173°

NEW ACCESSORY:
PP# E4-64 25 PB5-R15 S 86° W 135°36' 1974
PP# 26 PB5-R16 S 80° E 213°12' 1974

1969

COMMENTS: THE CENTER OF THE BRASS CAP IS BREAKING OUT
DUE TO TRAFFIC 1974. THE CORNER IS LOCATED IN THE NORTH DRIVING
LANE OF MAPES COUNTY ROAD (MCCORMICK LOOP ROAD).

IN THE PRESENCE OF: A. DUNCAN G. URGEE G. ARTHUR 1969
G. ARTHUR D. McNULTY 1974

DATE: 5-69 PHOTO#: TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.